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The more and more that we think about Allah SWT, the day of Judgment and the Aakhirah, the                  
softer our hearts are. And when we are attached to the dunya, that is when our hearts become                  
hard. Whatever is of the dunya is a blur, it is fleeting, it is temporary, whether it is something                   
that brings joy or misery. 
 
Last week’s hadith: 

 
 
The Nabi SAW said the best of nation were those of his generation. The next best generation                 
are the Ta’bieen who were around the Companions. And the next best generation are Tabi’een               
Al Tabi’een who saw the Tabi’een. These three generations are among  the sabiqoon.  
 

 
The companion Khabbbab was sick, and sickness can be really debilitating to faith. We should               
ask for protection sickness. This companion said that if Nabi SAW had not stopped him from                
invoking against himself (asking for death), he would have. He didn’t want to this because of the                 
sickness or the trial that he was going through, but because he was watching the dunya open                 
up in front of him (wealth and treasures) and he didn’t trust himself around these temptations.                
He was scared he would be indulgent in the worldly pleasure.  
 
This is another example of the previous hadith, why that generation was the best. They took                
what Allah SWT gave them and made the most of it and were very grateful for it. Today though,                   
we always feel like we are missing out if we don’t indulge in the worldly things, we want to be                    



everywhere, do everything and see everything. We think this of generations that came just              
before us, as our parents or grandparents. But they didn’t, what was meant for them was open                 
to them and what is open to us, is meant for us. It is good for us only if we use it to serve and                         
please Allah SWT, not if we indulge in it for our pleasure. With dunya, there’s always something                 
extra to chase, you never reach the end of your desires. We should never sacrifice our aakhira                 
for the dunya.  
 
He also went on to comment that the companions of Nabi SAW took their rewards with them,                 
they collected so many but we focused on the worldly wealth and after spending on food and                 
clothes and living, we have no place to put it but in the sand - into building more and more                    
buildings. There is another hadith about these buildings. 
 

 
 
In this hadith, it is said that when a person spends on food, clothes and so on, there is reward in                     
it because it is put to use. But when we put money in building houses and so on, this becomes a                     
way to compete with one another. Houses and property also give us a fake sense of security.                 
That nobody can pull us out of it. This is like attachment to the dunya. Another similar hadith is                   
recorded as well. 
 
In this hadith also, Khabbab RA said something similar. Use your money for yourself in a                
beneficial manner, don’t save for the next event because that doesn’t benefit you in the dunya                
or in the aakhirah. Dunya is a big deceiver. The other deceiver is shaytan of course. 
 



  
Uthman ibn Affan said he once saw Nabi SAW make wudhoo, he came to the masjid and                 
offered two rakah, and then he sat. He said anybody followed this practice, Allah SWT will                
forgive all his past sins. Such an easy and simple good deed. Nabi SAW said don’t be deceived                  
with even your own good deeds. When we do a good deed, it must be for only the sake of Allah                     
SWT and with the hope that Allah SWT will accept it. We should never be proud of our deeds                   
and never show off our good deeds. We should know that we have to keep striving for the sake                   
of Allah SWT. 


